Laws that protect a shared interest of the
citizenry, creating a public right
 Obligates the government to proactively
protect this interest on behalf of the
public
 Usually implemented through issuespecific regulations
 Examples: Endangered Species Act (SNL
2001 c E-10.1), Environmental Protection
Act (SNL 2002, c E-14.2)


Something that affects the public at
large.
 Involve harms that are best addressed
by collective action rather than
individual compensation
 Does not need to be a concern of every
citizen –can be regional or issue specific


An interest held by you or me as
individuals
 Protecting this interest is our individual
responsibility, even if laws are passed to
facilitate the process
 Classic legal examples: contract and tort
law.







Traditionally, the law only addressed private
interests.
Harm to a particular person had to be
proven.
Justice was achieved through financial
compensation for the harm
Ex: Factory pollutes river. Adjacent cabin
owner can no longer fish on his property.
Factory owner pays cabin owner for value
of loss. Justice achieved. If no cabin owner
is present, no legal harm occurs.

The process through which legislative
actions are reviewed by the judiciary.
 Court determines if the law complies
with the constitution and established
principles of administrative fairness.
 Central to the role of courts as co-equal
branches of government tasked with
ensuring the legislature does not abuse
its law-making power.


“Reasonableness”
 “Correctness”
 Principles of administrative include:
following established bureaucratic
procedures; fulfilling requirements
placed on Minister by the statute.












Six writs are traditionally classified as prerogative writs:[
certiorari an order by a higher court directing a lower
court to send the record in a given case for review;
habeas corpus demands that a prisoner be taken before
the court to determine whether there is lawful authority to
detain the person;
mandamus an order issued by higher court to compel or
to direct a lower court or a government officer to perform
mandatory duties correctly;
prohibition directing a subordinate to stop doing
something the law prohibits;
procedendo sends a case from an appellate court to a
lower court with an order to proceed to judgment;
quo warranto requiring a person to show by what
authority they have to exercise a power;



“Standing” is the judicial term for
recognition by a Court that a person is
allowed to appear and argue before it.
Standing flows from two primary sources:
› A party’s right has been directly infringed

and they are bringing an action.
› A party is granted automatic standing as an
act of law to protect the rights of another
(Ex: Guardianship).











“Legal/Juristic personhood”, is a signifier of one’s
capacity to protect one’s rights before an
administrative body.
Anything that is not a “person” at law is an object
over which other persons can exercise their rights.
Governments, charities, unions and oil companies are
all persons (entities capable of holding and
actualizing their rights).
A family pet is not a person and is simply the property
of its owner.
Personhood is usually granted by statute
(corporations), but can also be granted by common
law (women).
Only persons have rights.






Ecosystems and animals are not persons in
Canadian Law
Concerned persons must claim standing to
argue environmental issues, on the basis
that a right created under a public interest
statute has been infringed.
Courts use strict requirements on standing to
ensure that only persons with an identifiable
interest in an issue will be involved in
litigation concerning that issue.







“… a reviewing court must consider:
1) whether the litigation raises a serious or
justiciable issue;
2) whether the applicant has a genuine
interest in the outcome or subject-matter of
the litigation; and
3) whether there are persons other than the
applicant who are more directly affected
and who can reasonably be expected to
litigate the issues raised by the applicant…





… The increasing recognition of the
importance of public rights in our society
confirms the need to extend the right to
standing from the private law tradition which
limited party status to those who possessed a
private interest….
The whole purpose of granting standing is to
prevent the immunization of legislation or
public acts from any challenge. The granting of
public interest standing is not required when,
on a balance of probabilities, it can be shown
that the measure will be subject to attack by a
private litigant.

Can be expensive
 Lawyers range from $250-$650/hr
 Determine length of action and
likelihood of court hearings (longer
actions with more court time cost
significantly more)
 Usually best approached with a team of
concerned citizens pooling resources


Identify Harm and Connection to it
 Determine if other appropriate private
litigant is present
 Be wary of limitation periods (usually 30
days, sometimes 60 or 90 days)
 Serve documents and notice of action
on Department of Justice AND the
relevant ministry (environment, natural
resources, etc).







Start with Definitions and Application: Section 2
(m) –Environment
Regulations: Environmental Assessment Regulations

(NLR 54/03)

Section 51(1): “…the minister, using criteria
prescribed by regulation, shall determine
whether

› (a) an environmental preview report is required;
› (b) an environmental impact statement is required;
› (c) the undertaking may be released.





Section 54(1): Where, under section 51, the
minister notifies a proponent that an
environmental preview report is required,
the minister shall provide the proponent
with the guidelines needed to prepare the
environmental preview report.
Section 54(2) The proponent shall, in
accordance with the guidelines, prepare
and submit to the minister an environmental
preview report within the time period
required by regulation.



Section 54(4): Where, in the opinion of the minister, an
environmental preview report is deficient, the minister may
require the proponent to do one or more of the following:
› (a) conduct further work;
› (b) amend the environmental preview report; and
› (c) revise and submit another environmental preview report or

amendment to that report,

within the time period required by regulation.


Section 54(5) Where, in the opinion of the minister, the
environmental preview report complies with this Act and
the guidelines and requires no further work, he or she shall
determine whether
› (a) an environmental impact statement is required; or
› (b) the undertaking may be released.



Section 57: An environmental impact
statement shall be prepared in
accordance with the guidelines, and
shall include….
› (a)-(h): descriptions of the undertaking, its

foreseeable environmental impacts,
measures taken to mitigate those impacts,
public consultation, etc.








Appeal to minister under Section 107:
(1) A person… who is aggrieved by a decision
or an order made under this Act, may appeal
that decision or order to the minister by notice
in writing, within 60 days of receipt of that
decision or order, stating the reasons for the
appeal.
(2) The minister shall notify the appellant, in
writing, of his or her decision within 30 days of
receipt of the notice of appeal.
(3) The minister may dismiss the appeal, allow
the appeal or make another decision or order
that may be made under this Act.






Appeal must be made under s. 107 first,
since it is a statutory right of appeal.
If dissatisfied with the s. 107 appeal’s
response, judicial review of minister’s
discretion becomes possible.
Prongs of attack:
› Did the minister’s criteria for the EPR/EIS satisfy

the purpose of the Act & Regulations?
› Does the EPR/EIS address the minister’s criteria or
the requirements under the Act & Regulations?





Animals and eco-systems do not have
personhood in Canada, so they cannot
litigate directly for their interests through a
guardian.
Public interest statutes are for “us”, it is up to
us to ensure they are applied.

